A hallmark of animal life is the ability to move through the environment to catch prey, avoid predators, or find mates. Animals achieve this using a staggering diversity of locomotor strategies despite having similar body shape and being subjected to similar physics-e.g., gazelles pronk and cheetahs gallop. These differences in strategy may allow animals to fill different ecological niches by affording more (or less) stability, maneuverability, speed, efficiency, and stealth. Many animals rely on specialized appendages-limbs, fins, and wings-that reciprocate to produce forward motion. However, some organisms move using a completely different strategy that involves the generation of undulatory traveling waves that propagate along the body or a specialized elongated fin. Most studies of such undulatory locomotion have focused on the role of a single, in-plane wave that travels from head-to-tail to produce forward thrust, as seen for example in aquatic animals such as eels, lampreys, and leeches (1, 2). In PNAS, Astley et al. (3) present behavioral data that suggest a role for multiplane body undulations in sidewinding snakes to achieve turning maneuvers. Specifically, they observe that rattlesnakes adjust the relative amplitude and timing of the horizontal and vertical waves and that these changes are, in turn, correlated with shallow and sharp turning. Of course, correlations do not prove a mechanistic relationship, so the investigators looked for a complementary approach to determine whether these shifts in the traveling waves are indeed responsible for the animal's extraordinary maneuverability. A natural approach for understanding such biomechanical mechanisms is the use of models-either computational (simulations) or physical (robots).
Complex and nonlinear interactions between an animal and its environment are often difficult to capture using computer simulations. Even as computers get faster, predicting the motion of a robot or animal subject to these complex interactions is akin to predicting the weather. This might be in part due to a lack of understanding of individual "components" (muscles, limbs, substrate) or due to lack of knowledge of [and extreme sensitivity to (4)] the detailed interactions between multiple components. These complexities can be addressed using experimental robotics, i.e., physical models.
Recent improvements in the mechanical design and manufacturing of robots and the ability to reproduce naturalistic movements and morphologies (i.e., improved "biofidelity") has increased the success of using robots to understand biological systems (4-9). In particular, strides have been made toward using robots to understand the interactions between the body, sensorimotor control, and environment. Moreover, despite the apparent complexity of animal behaviors, many of the behaviors seem to result from comparatively simple, low-dimensional patterns of movement. Low-dimensional, task-specific models for the locomotor behavior of interest, called "templates" (10, 11) , enable the application of control systems analysis to locomotion (12, 13) . These simplified models of behavior are essential for understanding stability, maneuverability, efficiency, and the underlying control schemes in biological systems and bioinspired robots.
Experiments with biomimetic robots, sometimes in conjunction with simplified task-level template models, play a critical role in understanding undulatory locomotion (Fig. 1)  (7, 14-16 ). Within undulatory movements, there is a wide range of behavioral strategies. Most of the prior work has focused on traveling waves in a single dimension, but even when restricted to one dimension, there are still multiple control strategies observed in nature. For example, lamprey swim ( Fig. 1 A  and B ) through water and sandfish lizards ( Fig. 1 C and D) swim through granular media using a single traveling wave along the body (15, 16) . By contrast, knifefish ( Fig. 1 G and H) partition their undulatory ribbon-fin motion into two in-plane inward-counterpropagating waves (17), a mechanism that enhances the stability and maneuverability of these fish (7) .
Multiplane undulatory motions have been far less studied. As Astley et al. describe (3), sidewinding is a particular mode of locomotion in certain snakes that emerges from the superposition of horizontal and vertical traveling waves. Indeed, the ground couples vertical waves-which define what parts of the body are in contact with the ground-and horizontal waves-which are ultimately responsible for generating forces for movement. Based on their biological observations, they put forth a simple two-wave template control scheme that exploits this coupling to produce turning behaviors in sidewinders. They hypothesize that the commonly observed turning behaviors in rattlesnakes, namely "differential turning" (gradual changes in direction per cycle of undulation) and "reversal turning" (sudden and rapid changes in direction) are generated by amplitude and phase (timing) modulations, respectively, of the horizontal and vertical waves. To support this hypothesis, they implemented their two-wave control template in a modular biomimetic snake robot and showed similar maneuverability during turning to the biological snake ( Fig. 1 E  and F) . The robotic data reveal that differential turning behavior is achieved through an amplitude modulation in the horizontal wave, whereas reversal turning is achieved through Astley et al. present behavioral data that suggest a role for multiplane body undulations in sidewinding snakes to achieve turning maneuvers.
a 180°phase shift of the vertical wave. The use of a modular snake robot as the physical model is advantageous over a simulation approach because the substrate-body interactions are not yet fully understood.
The combination of animal and robotic studies is a powerful tool. The richness and diversity of animal behavior provides an extensive resource for inspiration in engineering design of robots. Conversely, even though biomimetic and bioinspired robots still lag behind their biological counterparts in terms of robustness, sensing, maneuverability, etc., robots can be used to test hypotheses in biology and neuromechanics. Critically, the use of physical models allows for experiments that are nearly impossible in animals due to the difficulty in making quantifiable measurements or manipulations to the morphology or control scheme, manipulations that are routine with robotic platforms.
Synergistically, the use of robots for understanding biology can also lead to strategies that have not been observed in nature. In the paper by Astley et al. (3) , it is revealed that the snake-like robot can also produce a third type of turn, termed "frequency turning," which is not observed in biological snakes. This behavior was elicited by systematically varying the spatial frequency of the horizontal and vertical waves. It is unclear why the snakes do not perform such turns-perhaps it is simply a behavioral preference of the animal or there could be an underlying biological limitation. On the other hand, demonstration of the two-wave template for controlling the modular snake robot offers new insight into developing simplified control strategies for limbless mobile robots that exhibit high maneuverability and robustness in challenging substrates such as sand and mud. This highlights a key feature of an animal-robot experimental approach: they are complementary experimental approaches and can be used to inform and build upon one another, with significant benefits to both fields. 
